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Editor's Note
 

Welcome to fLIP 49 - Pursuit of Happiness.

fLIP aims to provide a platform for member’s creativity and personal expression 
and this is why we have curated this edition with an eye on what happiness can 
look and feel like. This, without a shadow of doubt, is a tricky process because 
happiness and its various interpretations are personal and subjective, and as a 
consequence the images presented are filtered through the collective lens of 
the selection team’s subjectivity.

We are dealing with a universal idea. It has been pursued for centuries and 
Zhuang Zhou, the influential Chinese philosopher from the 4th century BC is 
quoted as saying that ‘the best way to find it is to stop striving for it’. The pursuit 
of happiness is however hardwired into modern societies and the American 
constitution in particular states that all citizens are: ‘endowed by their Creator 
with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the 
Pursuit of Happiness.’ The 2006 Hollywood movie The Pursuit of Happyness 
featuring Will Smith is essentially about chasing your dreams and not giving up.

The feeling and sensation of happiness, whether triggered by licking a lolly  
on the beach, feeding birds, coming through a healing process, or simply 
feeling the ground under your skin are all here for you to experience through 
members’ images.  

Also in this issue is an interview with the widely exhibited British conceptual 
artist, Clare Strand, who works ‘with and against’ the photographic medium, 
and two photo features from members Tim George and Ben Law Smith.

We also have a member’s review of the Deutsche Börse Photography 
Foundation Prize 2021 Exhibition at The Photographers’ Gallery in London. 

fLIP has been going for almost 17 years. The magazine was launched in January 
2005 and our next edition will be the 50th. We want to mark this with a special 
edition and are looking to our members in making this happen. We want all 
members, and especially new members, to submit at least one image on the 
theme of Future/Past. Page 56 has details on what to do.

The Editorial team and I wish you the very best during these difficult times and 
hope that photography will continue to provide solace.

Arun Misra

Mike Cookson
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These portraits are part of an extended photographic project on the 
communities and boats along London's two axes of canals - the north-south of 
the Lee Navigation and the east-west of Regents Canal. 

It is often difficult to live on a boat; it is bitterly cold on the water in winter, craft 
maintenance is almost constant and all the people photographed here are on 
continuous cruising licenses which require a move every two weeks to a new 
mooring. However, the more I spoke to them the more I understood their pursuit 
of a happy and enjoyable life, a 'good life' of self-sufficiency and relative freedom. 

River Lee
Ben Law Smith

all images: Ben Law Smith
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Unfortunately, their freedom to live in London is under threat. The Canal and River 
Trust who maintain the UK's waterways are focussed on promoting recreation and 
leisure use of the canals instead. In collaboration with borough councils they are 
slimming down the number of temporary moorings and effectively pushing the 
itinerant boaters out of the city.

all images: Ben Law Smith
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all images: Ben Law Smith
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Kate Wentworth
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all images: Tim George

Seeking Happiness against the Odds
Tim George

May was Borderline Personality Disorder Awareness Month.

My niece lives with this often misunderstood condition and has had to work 
extremely hard to come to terms with it and, ultimately, to find ways to be happy.

Her tattoos are a visual way of connecting to an identity that she often feels is 
fractured. Similarly, surrounding herself by plants and working on her terrariums 
helps her feel less disconnected. She benefits hugely from a human touch.

She has struggled to find suitable therapeutic treatments, which differ hugely 
from one health authority to another. Some health professionals lack knowledge 
of BPD, how to treat it and what support services are available. All this has added 
to the stresses faced by my niece. I am proud of the way she has unearthed 
hidden strengths to navigate her way through our mental health system.
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all images: Tim George
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Illustration from Electronic Television by George H. Eckardt, 
published by The Goodheart-Willco.,Inc.(1936)

Clare Strand, Photographer and Artist 
 Arun Misra interviews 

Clare Strand is a prominent British conceptual artist, working with and against 
the photographic medium. Over the past two decades she has worked with 
found imagery, kinetic machinery, web programs, fairground attractions and, 
most recently, large scale paintings. 

Strand’s work has been widely exhibited in venues such as The Museum 
Folkwang; The Centre Pompidou; Tate Britain; Salzburg Museum of Modern Art 
and the Victoria and Albert Museum.

She has produced three publications: Clare Strand Monograph (Steidl 2009); 
Skirts (GOST 2014); and Girl Plays with Snake (MACK 2017).

In 2020, Clare was shortlisted for the Deutsche Börse Photography Foundation 
Prize. I spoke to her in June this year about this and her conceptually driven 
approach to her works.
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Arun Misra How did you first become 
interested in photography? What influenced you?

Clare Strand There are many parts that make a 
whole. It is therefore hard to pinpoint a moment or 
a person or a thing that set things in motion. I think, 
like my work, my interest and my career comprise 
of many serendipitous moments and impulses that 
connect and drive themselves.

AM You have said that you work with and 
against the photographic medium and that you 
are not attracted to subject-based qualities and 
the immediate demand of information that are 
associated with the photographic image. How did 
you become interested in exploring these ideas?

CS Though the aesthetic and objectness of my 
work changes from one project to the next, there 
is always a connection to the photographic, even 
though sometimes the output does not look like 
a photograph. Over the years I have sometimes 
found it useful to think about photography by not 
using it.

AM What would be a good example of your 
work where you have thought about photography 
but not used it?

CS Spaceland/Flatland (2012) talks about 
photography and uses photographic materials but 
does not look like ‘photography’. The Rag Pickers 
Tower (2012) is a totem of Popular Mechanic 
magazines with coloured markers - this has a 
photographic reference but no camera involved. 
The Nature of Research and The Research of 
Nature (2014)  are two costumes that could be worn 
to make a photographic work but in themselves 
are not photographic. However of course all these 
works can be and are photographed!

AM What do you mean by working with and 
against the photographic medium?

CS Photography means many things to 
many people - this is what makes the medium 
so interesting. In general we might think of 
photography as an action between a human and a 
camera, a medium that captures an indexical reality, 

a machine that represents and fixes a moment in 
time, I think over the last three decades I have 
played with some, if not all, of these assumptions.

AM Why aren’t you attracted to subject-based 
qualities and the immediate demand of information 
that are associated with the photographic image?

CS  It’s because I don’t require photography to 
be representational.

AM Your work ‘The Discrete Channel with 
Noise’ was shortlisted for The Deutsche Börse 
Photography Foundation Prize in 2020. This is a 
fascinating work. Can you talk about the concept 
behind this work?

CS The Discrete Channel with Noise is a 
receptacle of many interests in regard to the 
study of communication and transmission, from 
Claude Shannon and the Mathematical Theory 
of Communication (1948) and George Eckhardt's 
book Electronic Television (1937), to Laszlo Moholy 
Nagy's Telephone Pictures (1923) and Norbert 
Weiner's  The Human Use of Humans Beings (1950).  
Jean Cocteau’s The Human Voice (1929) added 
to the mix, along with the film, The Fly and Mike 
Teavee's analysis of Wonka Vision in Charlie and 
the Chocolate Factory. All this‘ jumper grass’ (see 
below answer) was collected against a backdrop 
of Brexit, Cambridge Analytica and fake news - all 
playing a part in thinking about information and 
how it travels, distorts and is scrapped.

AM There is clearly a lot going on here. Why did 
you make this work?

CS As you say, there are a lot of ideas behind 
the work and I can talk about it from several 
different perspectives. I think essentially it comes 
down to being very aware of my/everyone’s 
everyday involvement with the sender/receiver 
dynamic. I’ve always found it beneficial to have 
a visual manifestation of a concern or problem - 
once I can see something tangible I am far more 
able to think clearly - this is what the Discrete 
Channel with Noise does for me. By physically 
painting each ‘picture element’ I make a process 
that is considered inhuman and intangible, human 

The Rag Pickers Tower 2012 (Installation view) © Clare Strand
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and tangible.  When I look at the final work I 
wonder where the missing information has gone 
in-between the photograph and the painting and 
subsequently think about the ramifications of data 
sharing in a wider context. 

AM What is the work doing? How does the work 
engage with its audience?

CS The audience is best asked this question. I 
can't control how the work is received. I certainly 
do not expect all my references and research to 
be brought to bear. It is my hope however that 
our everyday sender/receiver correspondence is 
reflected upon.  The title The Discrete Channel 
with Noise is named after a chapter of Claude 
Shannon’s extended essay, so there are hints as 
to where the work is placed. Most interestingly the 
audience does play an important part in continuing 
the work, as when they photograph the paintings 
on their phones and start sharing on networks they 
start a new cycle and iteration of the project.

AM I am very interested in your method and 

thought processes. Can you talk about these so 
our readers can get a glimpse of what goes on in 
your mind? 

CS The Discrete Channel with Noise process 
divides an ‘analogue’ image into a coding system 
using numbers 1-10. Each number signifies 10 
paint tones between black and white. This code is 
allocated to 10 images chosen from my archive and 
read over the phone to me by my husband, whilst I 
painted (blind to what photo was being transmitted) 
each numbered tone onto a large piece of paper 
with a matching grid applied to it. This process 
was put forward by George Eckhardt in 1936 (pre-
internet) as to how we might share images. I made 
this work whilst I did a residency in Paris - the first 
time I had been away from my family in 14 years. 
This seemed a good opportunity to put George 
Eckhardt's proposition into practice. Through 
actively being the receiver I am then led to the 
history of Information Theory and the historical and 
contemporary issues surrounding the transmission 
of information and all the references as mentioned 
above.

left: Discrete Channel with Noise: 
Information Source #1, 2018 
right: Discrete Channel with Noise: 
Algorithmic Painting; Destination #1, 2018 (Installation view)
both: © Clare Strand
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AM Your photographic career has been 
underpinned by research. You have said that 
your research method is ‘like rolling in the grass 
and seeing what you pick up on your jumper.’ 
Can you tell our readers how you go about this in 
researching new works?

CS What I mean is that one might place oneself 
in an area of interest and then start rolling. When 
you’ve gathered enough grass on your jumper 
or when you can’t attract any more detritus– you 
might like to study what you’ve acquired. Then 
perhaps you might start deciding what is of interest 
and what is not. This is my research process.

AM Unseen Agents is a body of work that 
explores the supposed psychic emanations from 
the adolescent child and the often-assumed 
capacity of the photographic medium to accurately 
record non-physical phenomena. What is this work 
about?

CS The work refers in part to the inception of 

photography and how it supposedly bore witness 
to the unseen and the spiritual world. In the late 19th 
early 20th century many young women and girls 
for example, Elsie Wright and Frances Griffiths, the 
Fox sisters, Helen Duncan, Stanislawa Tomczyk… 
seemed precociously aware of how the camera 
could trick – understanding something that even 
until now we find hard to comprehend.

AM Did you discover anything about yourself 
from doing this work?

CS Unseen Agents was made in 2003 – I learnt 
that concept dictates the process. I am not a fan of 
Aura photography but for the concept of the work it 
was absolutely necessary to use it. When working 
in this way you allow the work what it needs and 
not what you want.

AM Many people have really good ideas for a 
photography project that they want to explore. 
Can you describe your creative processes that 
have helped you to realise your ideas?

above: From the series Unseen Agents, Photism 1.2, 2013 
right: From the series Conjurations, Aerial Suspension, 2007, both: © Clare Strand
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CS I would say that to make work you have to 
have some personal connection. Often, I worry 
that some make work about topics that are outside 
of their own experience because the topic is ‘right’ 
or fashionable or current. I would advise against 
this unless you have real insight and expertise. 
Sometimes photography thinks it can know 
everything … but it really doesn’t.

AM Can you talk about your 2011 work Skirts 
which is held in the collections of three major art 
institutions in the United States? What is this work 
about?

CS Skirts are 10 relatively small images of an 
assortment of dressed tables in front of a theatrical 
curtain. To me a typology of table skirts is both 
absurd and mysterious. The utilitarian use of the 
table skirt is for me a metaphor for photography, 
in that photography can be a façade, it can decide 
what it seen and what is hidden.

AM You also made a photo book about this 
work with GOST. How did this come about?

CS The book Skirts is made of just the 10 skirts 
images and produced at the same size of the 10x12 
prints. Each image is printed with a rich duotone – 
so there is a real likeness to the original works. The 
ambition of the book was that the reader could 
cut out and frame each page and have their own 
series of the work.

AM There is clearly a philosophical dimension to 
your work. Can you talk about this?

CS All my work and life (just like everyone’s) 
is about trying to get a grip on an understanding 
of the world. I don’t pretend to have any of the 
answers but hopefully I can make some problems 
clearer.

AM Many aspiring photographers are looking for 

their ‘first break’ and have their work recognized. 
From your own experience what would you say to 
them? 
  
CS Things have changed so much over the 
years that it might be most advantageous to 
advise having a high Instagram following (which 
incidentally I don’t have). I think in general I would 
give the same advice as I was given by the curator 
Val Williams many many years ago...that is, careers 
are made of longevity and of making good work 
…..And whatever you do don’t be fashionable…the 
latter is something that has definitely stuck with 
me.

AM What do you enjoy doing besides 
photography?

CS Currently I am teaching myself how to 
play popular rave music riffs on my daughter’s 
keyboard. My most recent accomplishment is 
Insomnia by Faithless.

Thank you Clare, it’s been a privilege talking to 
you about your practice and sharing your ideas.

above & right: From the series, Skirts, 2011, © Clare Strand
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Rashida MangeraTerry Prudente
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above:  Tommaso Carrara
right: Camilla Broadbent
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Danilo Leonardi
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Tommaso CarraraEva Turrell
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Eva TurrellNick Brewer
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Caroline Fraser Steve Jones
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Amanda Eatwell
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Marco Ruggeri
above: Kate Wentworth
previous page: Bill Christie
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Mieke Douglas
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Jacqueline Ennis-Cole
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Steve Jones
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Eva Turrell
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We can only conjecture what the next 17 years 
will bring. Change is a certainty and, except 
in the realms of imagination and dreams, time 
moves forward. Imagining it, articulating it and 
expressing it is where you come in.

We would like to mark the 50th edition by 
inviting all our members to submit images. 
These should be your interpretation of the 
big issues of the past and your imaginings 
of the future. Enter up to 10 images as usual 
and make sure you mark your entry clearly 
as ‘Theme submission’ so the selection panel 
can consider it properly. If you provide text 
that only works with your images, please 
state this in your entry. Subject to space and 
suitability we expect to publish at least one 
image submitted by each member.

We look forward to seeing your images

The Editors

Marking Our 50th Edition 

The theme for the 50th special edition of 
fLIP is Future/Past and we would really like 
all members to be a part of this special issue.

The very first issue of fLIP, which replaced 
the previous LipService and LIP Journal, was 
published in Spring 2005. In the 17 years since, 
many things have changed around us. Some 
changes good and inspiring, showing what 
the human spirit and willpower is capable of 
achieving, others foreboding and not so good.

We have witnessed big things both physical 
and cultural: climate change, digital technology 
and how information is moved and used and 
its effect on visual culture across the Globe; 
erosion of trust, fake news and the innovation 
of the idea of alternative facts. War on terror, 
war in general, displacement of populations 
and the destabilised Middle East with all 
sorts of consequences across the World. And 
of course we have to mention pandemics, 
the reason they occur and the tremendous 
advancements in science that enables better 
understanding of the nature of these vast 
changes and what the future may bring.
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Zineb Sedira’s installation relects the ‘archival turn’ in 
art with an exploration of her family history following 
Algieria’s independence battles of the 50s and 60s.

Poulomi Basu documents in both photographs and video 
the recent and ongoing, and rarely reported, conflicts in 
central India as indigenous populations react to state-
sponsored oppression and dispossession.

Cao Fei’s sci-fi film is supported by superb large still 
photographs of staged scenes in a work of imaginative 
docufiction.

My personal favourite reflects my own photographic 
roots and interest in the urban. Alejandro Cartagena 
shows essentially straightforward landscape and street 
photographs about the massive new suburban housing 
projects (not tower blocks but small individual houses) 
built and sold on the the North American model, with 
reference to his fascinating book A Small Guide to 
Homeownership (I bought a copy in the Gallery Shop).  

Well worth a visit.

https://thephotographersgallery.org.uk/whats-on/
deutsche-borse-photography-foundation-prize-2021

This annual exhibition is now open at The Photographers’ 
Gallery until 26 September.

It follows the now-familiar format of four shortlisted candidates, 
each with an ‘artist room’  in the upper galleries. 

The recent recruit to photography without a wider background 
in the visual arts expecting something on the lines of camera 
club/PAGB/RPS exhibitions (as I was not so long ago) may 
experience some mild culture shock. Rather than single ‘knock 
out’ images largely devoid of context, we are confronted with 
mixed media, the use of found imagery, text and artefacts 
in the installations and the blatant disregard of the ‘rules’ 
beloved by camera club judges. Many individual images 
might only rate a ‘16’ in a club competition. Firmly situated 
within contemporary arts practice, the projects on show are all  
essentially documentaries about matters of social and political 
concern.

clockwise from top: 
For a Brief Moment the World was on Fire, 2019, Exhibition: A Brief Moment, Jeu de Paume, Paris, France
© Zineb Sedira;
Nova, 2019 © Cao Fei;
Man digging a hole from A Small Guide to Homeownership, 2020 © Alejandro Cartagena
From Centralia, 2020 © Poulomi Basu 
all courtesy of the artists

Deutche Börse Photography Prize 2021 
review by: Steve Jones
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Crossing Lines is a joint venture of LIP and the 
Centre for Urban and Community Research (CUCR) 
at Goldsmiths. After the retirement of its founder, 
John Levett, it is now group run.
 
Group members work within the broad field of Urban 
Photography which can cover everything from 
social, political or economic matters to topography, 
architecture, planning and ecology. It would be fair 
to say that we are more interested in photographing 
the phenomena of the urban in their own right than in 
co-opting them for personal expression – though the 
two concerns may often overlap. We are interested 
in both methods and outcomes of working within 
the urban sphere – in theory and in practice. We 
question both and may challenge ourselves to find 
new ways to present our work, more appropriate to 
intentions and hoped-for outcomes. Meetings are 
quite focussed and discursive.
 
The group has both exhibited and run group projects 
and fostered spin-off projects. We have recently 
commenced a new phase of the Swanscombe 
Project. News of this has already appeared in LIP 
Highlights and elsewhere.
 
Our meetings are currently held on Zoom which 
enables the scattered alumni of the CUCR courses 
and others to participate from as far away as Israel 
and Canada. When we are able to resume face-
to-face meetings they will be hybrid so that this 
extended participation can continue.

Crossing Lines Satellite Group
Peter Luck

opposite page from top:
Anthony Palmer, Olympic Park trees - 

ecological re-creation
David Killeen, Abandoned Psychiatric 

Hospital in Ireland
Claire Reddleman, Bagne des Annamites 

-  remains of colonial prison camp in 
French Guiana

this page from top:
Sara Faridamin, Street patterns of use, 

New Cross
Peter Luck, Changing Poplar
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this page clockwise from top left:
Mike Seaborne, from Swanscombe Project

Andy Day, Forest of Fontainebleau
Sabes Sugunasabesan, Landscape Groundscape,

 Swanscombe marsh
Mo Greig, Irish Border post-Brexit

Anita Strasser, Tidemill Garden Occupation - September 2018

this page clockwise from top left: 
Chris Burke, Social Housing in the Paris Suburbs 
Steve Jones, Churches of the A2
Orly Zailer, The Photographer as Role-player
Hamish Stewart, Borderlands seen from the bus
Carol Kenna, Community artwork Rathmore bench repairs
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Joanna Furniss interweaves photography with writing, archive 
research and imagination. Triggered by curiosity, her projects 
range from exploring what might be hiding behind a battered 
front door in London to the uncertainty surrounding the future 
of an East Midlands town.
www.joannafurniss.com

Mike Cookson is a London-based photographic artist.  His 
work explores change, dissonance and traces.  He has an MA 
in Photographic Arts from the University of Westminster.  
www.mikecookson.com

Chris Bellinger, based in London, most enjoys taking street 
and candid shots, in mono, or making experimental abstracts in 
colour.  Prefers working within a square format.
Instagram: @mr.bellinger

Astrid Zweynert explores urban landscapes and materiality in 
her photography and the interplay of change and permanence. 
After three decades as a news journalist, she's studying for 
an MA in Photography and Urban Cultures at Goldsmiths, 
University of London.  
www.astridzweynert.com

Kyun Ngui is a London-based photographer originally from 
Malaysia. He currently works exclusively with black and white 
film and his work is expressionistic, evoking moods or emotions. 
Instagram: @kyun.pic

Kate Wentworth has been taking photographs for some 
twenty-five years. Sometimes a passing interest grows into a 
project and a photobook. A current project is observing people 
and situations during the successive lockdowns.

Malcolm Ganderton is documenting life as he see it, one frame 
at a time.
Instagram: @malcolm.ganderton

Terry Prudente is a Londoner and former creative director. 
In urban photography he looks for images where people and 
places come together in intriguing juxtapositions – where 
everyday situations can appear extraordinary. He occasionally 
gets one.

Rashida Mangera is a South African-Canadian artist based 
in London. She combines photography with mixed media in 
mainly project-based work, drawing on experiences of moving 
between three continents and three cities. 
Email: rmangera@yahoo.com

Tommaso Carrara is a London based Information Security 
Engineer who has only recently started making candid 
photographs in public places using analog and digital cameras.
www.gettons.org

Camilla Broadbent hints at unspoken narratives. She’s always 
searching for new ways to present complex issues. There is 
no such thing as an innocent image. We each create our own 
reality. A photograph captures a frozen piece of time. 
www.camillabroadent.com

Ben Law Smith is a politics teacher and photographer based in 
London. He is interested in how documentary photography can 
be an educational tool and create social change. 
Instagram: @benlawsmith

Tim George's primary interests have always been street 
photography and other genres that capture a moment. He is 
now also exploring portraiture, with a focus on authenticity and 
collaboration with subjects. 

Clare Strand is a British artist, working with and against the 
photographic medium with found imagery, kinetic machinery, 
web programmes, fairground attractions and most recently, 
large scale paintings. 
She has been widely exhibited and published and her work 
is held by MOMA, the V&A and other major international 
collections. 
www.clarestrand.co.uk

Arun Misra is a London based photographer. His works explore 
the magnitude of human experiences and ideas, inspired by 
time, space and the abstract and conceptual arts. He graduated 
from the University of Westminster’s MA in Photography Arts 
program in 2018.
www.arunmisraphotography.com

Crossing Lines Satellite Group
Our thanks to the Film and Darkroom satellite group for their 
feature. To find out more about the group, contact Peter Luck. 
peter.luck@waitrose.com

With thanks also to: Jenny Nash for her contribution.

Contributors
Danilo Leonardi is a Photographer and Videographer based 
in London. He photographs interiors, architecture, cityscapes 
and urban spaces with and without people in them, as well 
as events. He is fluent in different formats of digital and film 
equipment. 
Instagram: @daniloleonardiphotography

Eva Turrell has been taking photographs for over 20 years, 
using analogue, digital and smartphone cameras. She walks 
around looking at her surroundings with wonder and awe. She 
pays attention to the light and shapes looking for something 
unusual, often simple, sometimes obvious. 
The pandemic made her appreciate simplicity of happiness.
Instagram: @evaturrellphotography

Caroline Fraser expresses the moods and emotions that she 
experiences in the outdoor world using multiple exposure 
photography alongside conventional techniques. Words are 
also important.
Artist books and limited edition prints are her preferred ways of 
presenting work.
www.carolinefraser.org

Steve Jones, a London-based former accountant, is an urban 
photographer engaging with the world as he finds it, working 
in both digital and analogue media. He is a recent graduate of 
Goldsmith’s Photography and Urban Cultures MA programme.
Instagram: @stevejones35

Bill Christie lives in south west London and travels widely, when 
not in lockdown! He is drawn to photographing interesting 
urban and coastal scenes, in the U.K. and abroad, preferably 
with distant anonymous figures in to add interest and scale. Bill 
uses his digital camera but also loves taking out his old Mamiya 
7 and Ricoh GR21 film cameras, when he can fit them in his 
luggage. 
Instagram: @bill_mackay_christie

Marco Ruggeri I am a London based amateur photographer 
and have a passion that spans many genres. Recently I have 
focused on Abstract and Street Photography, experimenting 
with colour whilst remaining faithful to my first love of Black & 
White capture. I am a member of the Crouch End LIP. 
Instagram: @marco_ruggeri2019

Mieke Douglas is a Dutch and Canadian Fine Art Photographer, 
living in London. She is known for her atmospheric lighting and 
surreal perspectives. Her work is described as moody with an 
underlying sense of unease.
www.miekedouglas.com

Jacqueline Ennis-Cole is a lens artist whose practice is an 
enquiry into public health, trauma and loss. 
www.thetangleisblue.com

Astrid Schulz has been a photographer for 16 years, 
specialising in portraiture & documentary photography. Born in 
Germany, she now lives in the UK and frequently travels abroad 
for assignments and personal projects. ‘Localized’ during the 
pandemic, London became a playground for her latest work.  
www.astridschulz.com
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Current issue

#49 Summer 2021
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Front cover image: Joanna Furniss
Back cover image: Astrid Schulz

Published by

London Independent Photography is an all-inclusive 
community organisation comprising of photographers with 
varying levels of expertise and myriad practices. The group 
was founded in 1987 as an informal gathering of like-minded 
photographers, and you can still experience the opportunity to 
informally discuss your work and the wider photographic world 
at various groups across the capital. To find out more about 
where and when groups meet visit www.londonphotography.
org.uk/satellites

There are a host of benefits in joining London Independent 
Photography: Various events are held throughout the year, 
including talks & workshops. Many satellite groups hold an 
annual exhibition, and there is a judged and curated Annual 
Exhibition, across the whole organisation. On top of that, fLIP 
Magazine is published three times a year, and distributed to 
members as part of their membership fee. 

fLIP aims to showcase (primarily) members’ work and to engage 
readers in a wider dialogue concerning diverse approaches to 
photography. It contains no advertising, so we can use all the 
space for quality content.

Membership

Current costs: Annual Membership Subscription: £35 UK / £39 
Outside UK

www.londonphotography.org.uk
instagram: london_independent_photography

Current stockists

Photographers' Gallery Bookshop: 16–18 Ramillies Street, 
London W1F 7LW      www.thephotographersgallery.org.uk

Vintiners Framers: 24 Crouch End Hill, London N8 8AA            a 
www.picture-factory.co.uk

Campkins Cameras: 12A King’s Parade, Cambridge CB2 1SJ 
www.campkinscameras.com

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any material 
form (including photocopying or storage in any medium by electronic or mechanical 
means) without written permission from the copyright owner. Applications for the 
copyright owner’s written permission to reproduce any part of this publication 
should be addressed to the publisher. The views expressed in this publication are 
not necessarily the views of the publisher or the editors. The publisher and editors 
accept no responsibility for any errors or for the results of the use of any information 
contained within the publication. Copyright London Independent Photography, 2021. 
All photographs in this publication are copyright of the photographer and articles are 
copyright of the writer, unless otherwise indicated.

Submissions

The theme for the next edition is FUTURE/PAST
Deadline 8th October 2021
Submissions are welcome online 
www.londonphotography.org.uk/magazine/submit

Your feedback

The Editorial Team would like to hear your views on the 
magazine, how it can be improved and your ideas for 
improving it. We are particularly interested in knowing 
whether it is meeting your needs and expectations and if 
not what specifically we should consider.
 
Email us at: editors@londonphotography.org.uk

Selections for publication are made solely at the Editor’s 
discretion. No responsibility or liability is accepted for the 
loss or damage of any material or for those received after 
the submission deadline.

Editor: 
Arun Misra
editors@londonphotography.org.uk
Deputy Editor:
Steve Jones
deputyeditor@londonphotography.org.uk
Guest Image Selector:
Jenny Nash
Designer:
Jonathan Taylor  
flipdesigner@londonphotography.org.uk
Distribution Manager:
Barry Cole
distribution@londonphotography.org.uk

Mike Cookson
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